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Live in Peace and Harmony with Heaven on Earth!
DIRECT YOUR THOUGHTS TOWARD GOD AT SACRED SITES!
Open Hearts With a Motherly Love—a Merciful Love!

CARD 93:  PRAY AND
RAISE YOUR SOUL TO
JESUS AT SACRED SITES!

ON AUGUST 5TH CELEBRATE THE EUCHARIST WITH OUR LADY OF SNOWS.

Card 92: Follow God’s Commandments—the Laws of Mother Nature!

MERCIFUL
MOTHER  
HAS MANY
CHURCHES
AND SACRED
SITES
STRATEGI-
CALLY
LOCATED
ON EARTH,
WHERE WITH
OPEN HEARTS
PEOPLE CAN
DIRECT
THEIR
THOUGHTS
TOWARD THE
FATHER BY
CELEBRATING
HIS SON
IN THE
EUCHARIST.
THEY ARE
PART OF
A NETWORK,
BALANCING
AND
PROTECTING
EARTH,
WHICH MUST
FUNCTION
IN HARMONY
TO BRING
PEACE AND
MITIGATE
THE EFFECTS
OF NATURAL
CATAS-
TROPHES.
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HEAVENLY 
FATHER

I DESIRE
TO OPEN MY

HEART TO
PEACE AND
LIVE YOUR
COMMAND-
MENTS BY

HAVING
FORGIVE-
NESS AND
MERCIFUL
LOVE, AND

TO ACT
ACCORDING
TO JESUS’ 

DIRECTIONS.
I DESIRE TO
DIRECT MY
THOUGHTS

TOWARD
YOU AS I

CELEBRATE
HIM IN THE
EUCHARIST.

GRANT ME
GRACE SO I
MAY LIVE ON
EARTH WITH
PEACE IN MY

SOUL AND
JOY IN MY

HEART, AND
BECAUSE OF
MY LOVE FOR
HIM—SING!
THANK YOU!  
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TRUST NOW, RECEIVE ALL THE ANSWERS IN THE HEREAFTER because what comes afterward
is unknown to you! Ken called and told me he bought a generator quartz crystal, which focuses
your own energy, according to your intentions.  He was driving, holding it in his left hand,
when a car swerved in front of him, causing him to swerve into oncoming traffic.  He saw a
woman screaming, then lost consciousness and awoke in the right lane with no one around
him.  He wanted to know if the crystal caused it.  I went into my meditation room to speak
with the two angels. They directed me to tell Ken that he and Juan Concha, who had died
two years earlier, had agreed to trade places for two years.  This is a subject unknown to the
general public but is known in many parts of the world.  Advanced spirits can “walk into” other
bodies under certain conditions.  The selected person may have special skills, knowledge or a
position they need to complete a specific task.  I also walked into this body but forgot until the
angels told me I had lived before from 1850–1890.  When I told Ken, he said, “You really are
crazy,” and hung up!  But I spoke the truth, following my inner guidance, trusting Great Spirit!  

Ken’s wife called.  Angrily, she said, “Did you give Ken drugs?  He is dancing naked with
eagle feathers in his hair!”  Then Ken called and said, “I am directed to go with you to the 
Yucatan.”  When we arrived, I told Ken that the eight pyramids were built in specific locations
to channel the energy of the land.  They were placed in an ever-widening spiral, beginning in
Uxmal, Mexico, running south and north, reconnecting, forming a circle.  They are connected
to many spirals of female energy sites that begin in Tikal, Guatemala, where the energy moves
south to Central and South America, crosses the Pacific Ocean to the Polynesian island of
Moorea. It moves north from Guatemala to Mexico, crosses the U.S. border into New Mexico
to three pyramids built by Native Americans to bridge the energy further north as no natural
energy field existed there, it continues west to California, crosses the Pacific ocean, south to
Moorea. An axis runs through the Earth from Moorea to the Giza Pyramid in Egypt.  Moorea
is themost female place on Earth, focusing the entire energy of the Unity Consciousness Grid
though her sacred center.  You feel the love in the hearts of the people you meet living there.

WITH A MERCIFUL MOTHERLY LOVE BE READY TO OPEN HEARTS! Over 83,000 sacred sites function
as a single unit, creating the impetus that forms the Grid. A single consciousness conceived
and created this amazing Web of Life.  The female aspect of it needed to be balanced to enable
the sacred female consciousness to become a living reality. Women everywhere will awaken,
remembering their intimate connection with God and know exactly what to do to bring balance
in the world.  The Mayan Calendar says we are at the end of a cycle and the female will be given
the power to decide the direction the Earth will move and she must absolutely be ready! �

OUR LADY OF SNOWS SHRINE WAS BUILT BY THE OBLATE
MISSIONARIES OF MARY IMMACULATE FOR PEOPLE TO GATHER AND
SING IN HARMONY AND SPEAK TO GOD AND DIRECT THEIR
THOUGHTS TOWARD HIM.  IT IS GEOMANTICALLY LOCATED AT THE
BASE OF A NATURAL OUTDOOR AMPHITHEATRE. IT HAS A 50’
“M” AND 70’ SPIRE, RISING TOWARD HEAVEN.  A 16’ STATUE
OF MARY IS SURROUNDED BY A CHALICE AND A BLACK MARBLE
ALTER IN FRONT OF HER IS USED TO CELEBRATE THE EUCHARIST.  

NATIONAL SHRINE TO OUR LADY OF SNOWS 
A SACRED SITE STRATEGICALLY LOCATED IN

THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER VALLEY! 

“DEAR CHILDREN: God called me to LEAD YOU TO HIM because He is your
strength.  That is why I am calling you to pray to Him and to trust in Him,
because He is your refuge from every evil that lurks and carries souls far
from the grace and joy to which you are all called.  Little children, 
LIVE HEAVEN HERE ON EARTH so that it may be GOOD FOR YOU and may

the COMMANDMENTS OF GOD be a light on your way.  I am with you and I LOVE YOU ALL
WITH MY MOTHERLY LOVE. Thank you for having responded to my call" (Med. 7/25/18). 

SERPENT OF LIGHT:  BEYOND 2012 CONDENSED AND INTERWOVEN
WITH MARY’S MONTHLY MESSAGES FROM MEDJUGORJE ON THE 2ND & 25TH

Amen! 

The Mississippi River is North America’s second largest river and home to many indigenous
tribes.  Ancient tribes, known as the Mound builders, built strategically placed sacred sites
out of dirt, called mounds, along the river.  From the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico over
100,000 sacred mounds form a network of ley lines, protecting and balancing the Earth.  The
majority are built in the Mississippi and Ohio River Valleys.  Many are shaped like pyramids, most
depicted animals, and most of these huge mounds can only be detected from the air.  The Mound
Builders built magnificent temple mounds, the earthen equivalents to the temple pyramids of
the Aztecs and the Maya. Monk Mound is a 100-foot high pyramid mountain, connecting Earth
to Heaven.  It is Earth’s largest earthwork with a base greater than the Great Pyramid Giza.  At
these sacred sites ancient people opened their hearts toward Father Sky and Mother Earth,
dancing, singing and worshiping.  The most celebrated mound is the Great Serpent Mound.



SPEAK TO GOD AND DIRECT YOUR THOUGHTS TOWARD HIM AT SACRED SITES!
To Live in Peace and Harmony with Heaven on Earth, Celebrate the Eucharist!

“DEAR CHILDREN: WITH A MOTHERLY LOVE I AM CALLING YOU TO OPEN
hearts to peace—to open hearts to my Son, so that in your hearts love
for my Son may sing —because only out of that love peace comes in the
soul.  My children, I know that you have goodness, I know that you have
love—a merciful love, but many of my children still have a closed heart.

They think that they can do it without directing their thoughts toward the Heavenly
Father, who illuminates toward my Son, who is always with you anew in the Eucharist,
and who desires to listen to you. My children, why do you not speak to Him? The life
of each of you is important and precious, because it is a gift from the Heavenly Father
for eternity.  Therefore, do not ever forget to keep on thanking Him—speak to Him! 

“I know, my children, that what is to come afterward is unknown to you; but when
your hereafter comes, you will receive all the answers.  MY MOTHERLY LOVE DESIRES
THAT YOU BE READY! My children by your life keep putting good feelings in the hearts
of the people whom you meet—feelings of peace, goodness, love and forgiveness.
Through prayer, hearken to what My son is saying and act accordingly (follow His 
directions). Anew, I am calling you to pray for your shepherds, for those whom my Son
has called.  Remember that they need prayers and love.  Thank you" (Med. 8/2/18).

SERPENT OF LIGHT:  BEYOND 2012 is a book by Drunvalo Melchizedek, a Taos Indian,
who through prayer receives interior directions from two angels and St. oth.  It explains the Mayan
Calendar predication of a geomagnetic pole reversal (Ark Box 5).  It is condensed in these cards
and interwoven with Mary’s ongoing messages and the Catholic Calendar.  Thoth asked Drunvalo
to help fix the female part of an electromagnetic grid, forming around the Earth, called the Unity
Consciousness Grid. If the Grid is functioning perfectly, people’s thoughts will be directed toward
a higher level of consciousness, Christ Consciousness—merciful motherly love. The Grid is formed
by the spiritual energy that comes from sacred sites. If the sites function absolutely perfectly as one
harmonious unit, the catastrophic effects of the pole reversal will be mitigated.  The Serpent of Light,
a sacred energy located in the Andes Mountains, coming from the center of the Earth, is sending out
a frequency to help people access the Grid. Series 5 began with Ark Box 5 and card 89.  Chapters 5
and 6 follow:  “Balancing the Female Aspect of the Grid” and “e Yucatan and the Eight Temples.” 

When I asked Thoth
for directions on how to balance the Grid, he said, “Drunvalo, Simply follow your heart !  You
must plant a crystal at eight sacred Mayan temples in the Yucatan.  They must absolutely be
perfectly placed to function. We will direct you where the first four go, but you must discover
within yourself where the last four go.  You must have an open heart to complete this task.” 

For 40 years the spiritual leader of my Taos tribe in New Mexico, Juan Concha, visited my sister
Nita in California to make sure that she, her son Ken, and I never forgot our roots.  The tribe had
work for us in the future. In 1971 when the two angels first appeared to me, I was “awakened”
and “remembered” I had lived before from 1850–1890 in the Taos pueblo and that my sister
Nita was my mother then and Ken was my father. In 1980 the two angels directed me to return
to my tribe to begin my training.  I thought I would be welcomed by open hearts, but I was
told to wait in town until the time was right.  Two years later I was asked to come to a tribal
ceremony, which began a 12-year training program, where I was taught on spiritual levels and
shown the tribal way to use crystals, fetishes (sacred objects), and dreams to create realities.

Nita had awakened first, but Ken had a closed heart to spiritual things.  He was very wealthy,
living a material life until Mother Earth decided the time was right for him to awaken.  At a
party a woman gave him a life-changing tarot card reading.  Pointing to his third eye, she said,
“Ken, you must go visit your uncle Drunvalo.  He has something to teach you.”  When Ken
arrived at my humble home with his three-piece suit and Lincoln town car, he demanded to
know what I had to teach him.  I went into my meditation room to receive an answer. The
two angels directed me to teach him about crystals. Ken responded, “Rocks!  How are rocks
going to help me!”  I explained that crystals are actually alive and conscious. Silicon, the 
primary element of quartz crystal and 80 percent of earth’s crust, is the element below carbon
on the periodic table of elements.  Scientists thought that every living thing was made of carbon,
but in the 1950s they discovered that silicon displayed the same exact principles of life as carbon.
Silicon life-forms have been found deep in the ocean that are alive, conscious and reproductive.

Crystals receive and send thoughts, words and feelings. The first radios were made by
touching wire to a quartz crystal and the radio signal came through a speaker. The crystal was
picking up the electromagnetic signal in the radio band of frequencies.  Human thoughts are
also found in this electromagnetic range of frequencies.  Thoughts are very long wavelengths
compared to radio waves, otherwise they are exactly the same.  Computers use crystals.  It is
the living nature of crystals that allows them to function.  Natural crystals can hold a program,
which means a thought pattern, and can continue to play that thought pattern for eternity
unless someone erases the program. A correctly programmed crystal can change, influence
and direct human thoughts, hearts and consciousness over vast areas of Earth toward God. 

OUR LADY OF SNOWS: (Rome 352 A.D.)  A wealthy couple who had no heirs offered their
wealth to Mary in prayer.  On a hot summer night she spoke through a dream, directing them to
build a church, saying the selected site would be covered in snow. In the morning Esquiline Hill
was miraculously covered in snow!  e magnificent Basilica of St. Mary Major was built and still
stands today, where people gather to sing and speak to the Heavenly Father, directing their thoughts
toward Him by celebrating Jesus in the Eucharist.  In 1958 the Missionary Oblates purchased 80
acres in Illinois, overlooking the Mississippi RiverValley, and built a shrine to Our Lady of Snows.
It has grown into a 200-acre Gospel-based theme park, lighting the way for millions of spiritual
seekers.  e buildings, memorial walls, sacred gardens and landscape were strategically placed at
carefully selected sites, creating the feeling of the peace and harmony of Heaven here on Earth!

HOW TO LIVE IN PEACE AND HARMONY WITH HEAVEN ON EARTH! Geomancy or Feng-Shui is
the sacred Chinese art of strategic placement of structures and landscape to harmonize
and harness Heaven and Earth’s natural vital energies by balancing opposing forces.  You must
know how the power of nature, wind and water, act on a place.  The layout must encourage
and amplify positive, good energies, mitigate negative ones, and defuse evil forces lurking at the
site.  This will bring health, prosperity and feelings of happiness, peace and goodness to the
people whom you meet living there.  Buildings, walls and landscape create alterations in the 
environment.  A geomant practitioner determines what effect changes will bring and whether
the environment should be affected at all.  A geomant’s task is completed when three elements
harmonize:  Heaven—astrological time factors; Earth—geological and weather factors; and
most important, the human factor. To achieve harmony the structures and landscape, natural
and manmade, must be in the correct place, facing the correct direction.  The geomant must do
the correct thing at the correct time and must absolutely celebrate the Supreme Being
ritually correct to be in harmony with the Universe.  Colors also affect the environment,
countering harmful influences and enhancing good ones.  Crystals and mirrors harness and
manipulate energies. A geomant must use knowledge, experience and intuition (follow their open
heart) to be directed to the right site.  By living in harmony with the laws of Mother Nature,
one can absolutely live in peace here on Earth, mitigating the catastrophic effects of natural forces.

        
       


